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1. Background 

At the 17 June 2010 meeting, the EDDC/SSDC Joint Integration Committee (JIC) approved the 

development of business plans for service integration for 8 work streams which includes Human 

Resources. 

2. Objectives of the project 

To manage the integration of the Human Resources service. The key objectives of the project will be 

to: 

 Implement a shared management structure for the current services provided by SSDC and 

EDDC.  The new structure to be effective from 1st April 2011. 

 Implement the shared operation and delivery of services – with an initial target date of 1st 

April 2012. 

3. Project scope 

This project considers Human Resources, Payroll Services and Learning and Development.  Although 

part of Human Resources in SSDC, the Work Place Nursery has not been considered as part of this 

report. 

4. Approach 

The following are key actions which will be undertaken by Human Resources to facilitate the 

implementation of the new sharedmanagement structure. 

- Agreement with UNISON and GMB of the Selection Protocol including Appeal Process and 

Equality Impact Assessment of this document. 

- Development of Job Descriptions and Person Specifications 

- Agreement of Reward Package for roles within the shared management structure 

- Consultation with unions and individuals relating to structure, selection process, selection 

criteria, mitigation and redundancy pay. 

- Hearing appeals and effecting redundancy dismissals as appropriate. 

5. Implementation of shared management 

A proposed management structure for tier 2 (Directors) and tier 3 (Heads of Service) will be 

presented to the JIC in September.  Human Resources are dealing with all issues relating to 

recruitment to this structure, consultation and redundancy.   

For the purposes of this business plan it should be assumed that the new structure will be approved 

and recruitment completed by the end of January 2011. 
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Detail any issues or actions required to implement the new management structure – excluding those 

being progressed by Human Resources. 

6. Implementation of shared operation and service delivery 

Human Resources 

6.1.1 It is considered that Human Resources should be combined through the shared HR Manager 

post. This is likely to be a Tier 4 role but the level of this post will be finally determined by the 

structure above at tier 2 or 3. 

6.1.2 It is recommended that terms and conditions, policies and practices are harmonised. Clearly 

harmonisation will need to take place in the context of the financial situations of both Councils.  

However, without harmonisation there will be unnecessary and additional complexity for managers 

and potential grievance/morale issues for staff working side by side on different terms.  To develop a 

shared culture, people processes such as appraisal and performance management approaches will 

also need to be harmonised.  It is important however that the harmonised terms and conditions, 

policies and practices are seen as being “new” to both councils rather than there being any 

perception that one council is effectively “adopting” the current terms and conditions, policies and 

practices of the other. 

6.1.3 A recommended timeline for harmonisation of key terms is April 2013.  This timeline is 

longer than desired but acknowledges the limited availability of UNISON and GMB at regional levels 

and that this can be a sensitive issue for staff and needs to be handled in an appropriate fashion.  

Additionally, early discussions already indicate that both unions will wish to extensively ballot 

members on any changes and this will inevitably introduce delays into the negotiations. 

6.1.4 Furthermore it is recommended that pay and grading structures are combined in a way 

which does not require mass job evaluation.  This has been successfully achieved elsewhere. 

6.1.5 Below the HR Manager role, it is considered that current resources should remain in the 

short term (to 2013) to ensure there is sufficient capacity in both organisations, which will be 

particularly important during the transition to shared services and the harmonisation process. 

6.1.6 It is anticipated that we will want to keep on site HR capacity in both organisations but this 

structure, capacity and approach will need to be further reviewed in the longer term as more 

services become integrated.  At a point where services are more integrated a review will need to 

consider what model for the delivery of HR services is more appropriate for the circumstances 

existing at that time.  It may be that a move to the HR Business Partner model is then appropriate.  

This will entail HR individuals being responsible for specific areas of the organisation rather than 

effectively being ‘on site’ HR Officers.  The HR Business Partner model is most common where there 

are shared services. 

6.1.7 Arrangements for recruitment services and Occupational Health services are currently 

supplied through the respective county council structures and it is anticipated that these should 

continue and be reviewed at a later stage.  This is unlikely to produce savings. 

Payroll Services 
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6.1.8 It is considered that having two payrolls and two sets of process will create unnecessary 

complexity and confusion for individual managers. Once policies and terms and conditions are 

harmonised, the view is that payroll should be merged so that ultimately there is a combined Payroll 

Service for both Councils.   

6.1.9 This shared service would be managed by a Payroll Team Leader at Tier 5 level reporting into 

the shared HR Manager.  This shared service would result in a staff saving of 1 FTE as it is anticipated 

that the service could be effectively delivered with 3 FTE. 

6.1.10 The timing of migrating payrolls to one host system will be contingent on the ICT Strategy 

and whether it is possible to host the system at one site without upgrading the current Trent 

Software (used by both Councils) to the browser based version.   ICT have been asked to advise on 

this matter and the outcome of these discussions will determine whether it is this approach or the 

one referred to in 6.1.11 that will be pursued.  If it is possible to have one host system that enables 

the current software to be used effectively then the costs referred to in 6.1.11 can be avoided. 

6.1.11 Upgrade costs are significant (£47k +).  Midland Trent have a clear strategy to move their 

customer base to the new version and currently over 50% are operating with i Trent.  However, they 

have ‘no plans to de-support version 6’ at present.  At some point in the future the software supplier 

will force an upgrade but this is not considered likely in the next 3-4 years. 

6.1.12 As well as 1 FTE saving, combining payrolls will produce some small (£3k) savings on the 

rental contract for the system as this will be shared.  Currently, EDDC and SSDC bear these rental 

costs alone and these are £20k and £11k respectively. 

6.1.13 In summary, there are a number of considerations relating to the timing and feasibility of 

combining payrolls. These are: 

- harmonisation would ideally take place before migration but isn’t absolutely 

necessary 

 - the financial positions of both Councils and whether upgrading is necessary for the 

  merger of payrolls 

 - the ICT Strategy  

 - the limited nature of savings available 

 - the capacity of ICT which may reasonably be focussed on more frontline systems or 

  areas where greater savings can be achieved. 

Learning and Development 

6.1.14 Both SSDC and EDDC have corporately managed training budgets of approximately £20k 

with managers also having local training budgets.  Both Councils employ an officer to co-ordinate 

training activities. 

6.1.15 In addition to a corporate training budget, EDDC also employs a Learning and Development 

Manager at an approximate cost of £37k per annum. 
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6.1.16 One option is for EDDC and SSDC to share the current Learning and Development Manager 

post.  In this scenario, EDDC would reduce staffing costs and SSDC would offset some of its external 

training budget to provide its contribution to the Learning and Development Manager salary costs. 

6.1.17 The benefits of this arrangement are that there would be consistent training provision 

across both Councils.  Additionally, it is considered that this officer could take on the responsibility 

for Member development thus potentially achieving staff savings in other teams and saving on 

expensive external trainers for Member programmes. 

6.1.18 Other benefits of having an internal Learning and Development Manager included added 

value in facilitation of away days, team building activities, well being activities and the 

personal/supportive service for staff going through training or NVQ’s, support and co-ordination of 

mentors.  An internal resource can also help the organisation through change as training 

programmes can serve to reinforce key corporate messages and emphasise organisational values 

and direction. 

6.1.19 The risks and issues with this shared approach are that there will still need to be some 

residual shared corporate budget to buy in training from external suppliers due to the inability of 

one person to do all the training from a skills perspective.  Also capacity, flexibility and sustainability 

of this approach is a risk with one person potentially finding it difficult to train the volumes required. 

This approach may therefore increase costs for SSDC. 

6.1.20 Alternatively, the Learning and Development Manager post could be made redundant and 

both Councils could use a shared budget to jointly procure training services on an ad hoc basis.  

Although this would create some capacity issues at EDDC, this option would allow budgets to be 

‘flexed’ on an annual basis and given current financial pressures, it is likely that these will reduce. 

6.1.21 Corporate training could be jointly procured from the Shared Learning and Development 

Partnership which is well established within Devon.  This partnership is co-ordinated through 

Teignbridge and offers generic courses such as Diversity, Presentation Skills, Plain English Skills, 

Managing Absence, Managing Performance and Recruitment and Selection. The range of skills 

offered is as broad as current offerings but does not include customer service or telephone skills 

training.  These are currently bought in by EDDC anyway.  However, it does include all Health and 

Safety training.  Councils belonging to the partnership buy in bespoke training from elsewhere. 

6.1.22 Councils participating in the partnership pay an annual fee of approximately £15k for 

unlimited access to the core programmes and between £500-£900 per capita for management 

development programmes.  

6.1.23 The joint arrangement currently covers some 2500 local government employees in Devon 

and Torbay has just joined this partnership.  The feedback provided is that although they cannot run 

an infinite number of courses, they are currently satisfying demand.  These assertions will need to be 

tested with other current customers. 

6.1.24 It is recommended that this service is shared as soon as possible as it can help support the 

organisation through change. The role, cost and potential for e-learning across both organisations 

will also need to be evaluated. 
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Revised staff structure – a revised staff structure will be required to support the preferred option 

identified in 6.1 above.   

Please see Appendix One and Appendix Two for existing SSDC and EDDC structures for Human 

Resources. 

Appendix Three for proposed structure chart for shared service. 

6.1.3 Both Councils use Midland Trent Software v 6 for HR and Payroll although these applications 

currently sit on two different platforms (SSDC on an oracle database and EDDC on a SQL server).  

Sections 6.1.10 and 6.1.11 sets out the costs and issues of combining the payroll service. 

7. Timescales 

7.1 Payroll Services – it is anticipated that migration and software upgrade could be 

completed by April 2013 (and possible much earlier depending on the outcome of discussions 

referred to in section 6.1.10) but this is contingent upon various factors which have been outlined in 

6. 

7.2 Human Resources – harmonisation of key policies, people processes and pay and grading 

structures could be completed by April 2013.  This is contingent on Member support for this course 

of action.  The shared HR Manager could potentially be in post from 1st April 2011  

7.3 Learning and Development – sharing of this service either with an in house post or 

outsourced can commence from April 2011.  

Costs 

Populate the table below with the costs of providing the service currently and under the preferred 

shared option. 

Cost of Service Delivery (£k) SSDC EDDC Total Shared 

Staff Costs 

£241 £214 
(without 
HOS costs) 

£455 £399 
(includes 
L&D post) 
or £362 
excluding it. 
 

Non-Staff Costs 

£11k Trent 
Other costs 
circa £42k 
including Occ 
Health * 

£20k Trent 
Other costs 
circa £40k 
including Occ 
Health* 

 £28 Trent 
rental  
Other costs 
need to be 
assessed 
depending 
on decisions 
made 
Other costs 
circa £80k 

Total Costs 
£294 £274 £ 568 £507(or 

£470) 
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* please note that cost comparisons for running the service are difficult to assess due 

to different accounting processes and recharging mechanisms. 

 

Estimated Savings (£k) 
Delivered by 

end 2011 
Delivered by 

end 2012 
Delivered by 

end 2013 
 

 
Learning and Development Manager 
(0.92 FTE) EDDC 
 
Learning and Development Support 
Officer (0.41 FTE) EDDC 
 
HR Post SSDC 
 
Payroll Assistant (SSDC or EDDC TBA) 
 
Trent Licence Fee (Shared) 
 
 

 
(£37) 
 
 
£11 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
£3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
£21 
 
£26 
 
 

 

Total Savings to end 2013    £61 (£98) 

 

Below are the costs of implementing the preferred option.  Note –any potential redundancy costs 

have been excluded; these will be managed by Human Resources. 

Item / Description Cost (£k) 

Trent upgrade and purchase of new software £47k 

Migration of payrolls 
Not 
estimated 

Cost of harmonisation of pay and grading structures 
Not 
estimated 

Cost of harmonisation of terms and conditions 
Not 
estimated 

 

8. Dependencies 

Some of the activities within the implementation plan may be dependent on work done within other 

services.  There may also be reliance on work that is not within the direct control of either SSDC or 

EDDC.  Identify these in this section. 

9.1 Dependencies include being able to harmonise terms and pay and grading structures with 

 UNISON and GMB 

9.2 Capacity of ICT to assist with migration of payrolls to one host system and need to upgrade 

 to i Trent. 


